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ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE CONDITIONAL 
REGRET RISK FOR SELECTING GOOD 
EXPONENTIAL POPULATIONS1 
SHANTI S. GUPTA AND FRIEDRICH LIESE2 
In this paper empirical Bayes methods are applied to construct selection rules for the 
selection of all good exponential distributions. We modify the selection rule introduced 
and studied by Gupta and Liang [10] who proved that the regret risk converges to zero 
with rate O(n""A^2),0 < A < 2. The aim of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior 
of the conditional regret risk Hn. It is shown that n%n tends in distribution to a linear 
combination of independent ^-distributed random variables. As an application we give a 
large sample approximation for the probability that the conditional regret risk exceeds the 
Bayes risk by a given e > 0. This probability characterizes the information contained in 
the historical data, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The family of exponential distributions has fundamental meaning in reliability the-
ory, survival analysis and general in the area of life time distributions. For an 
overview and more details we refer to Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan [12] and 
Balakrishnan and Basu [1]. We consider k independent exponential populations 
7Ti,... , 7Tfc with expectations 6\)... , Ok which are unknown. But a control value OQ 
is given. Each population 7rz- is called good if 0t- > OQ and bad otherwise. We study 
the problem of finding all good populations. This is a typical subset selection prob-
lem, see Gupta and Panchapakesan [4]. We use the Bayes approach and assume that 
the 0i are realizations of the random variables 0,- with distributions G,-. Then for 
a given loss function the best selection rule, being the Bayes selection rule, depends 
on the distributions G». We allow that the distributions G,- are not known. But we 
suppose that historical data are available and can be included in the decision rule. 
This is the empirical Bayes approach due to Robbins [17]. Empirical Bayes methods 
have been applied in different areas of statistics. Deely [2] constructed empirical 
Bayes subset selection procedures. In a series of papers Gupta and Liang [5,6,10] 
1This research was supported in part by US Army Research Office, Grant DAAH04-95-1-0165 
Purdue University. 
2 This research was done while this author was Visiting Professor at the Department of Statistics, 
Purdue University. 
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and Gupta, Liang and Rau [7], [8] have studied different selection procedures using 
the empirical Bayes approach. 
Assume Y_ = (Yi,... >Yk) are the actual data from the populations 7Ti,... , 7Tk 
which are used to make a decision. If L is a given loss function then the risk of 
the selection rule d is R(d) = EL(d(Y_),e) where 0 = ( 0 i , . . . , 6*) . The optimal 
selection rule dG is easily seen to depend on the unknown joint distribution G — 
\~\i-\ Gi of 0 . The central idea of the empirical Bayes approach is the construction 
of a good decision rule dn on the basis of historical data _Xn being independent 
°f (y>©.)- The quality of dn is characterized by the overall Bayes risk R(d*) = 
EL(c?*(Xn ,y),0) and the nonnegative regret risk R(cf*) — M(c^). The aim of the 
above mentioned papers dealing with empirical Bayes methods was to construct 
suitable decision rules dn and to evaluate the regret risk. The main goal was to 
prove the convergence to zero of R(cf*) — M(c/^) at a certain rate. Gupta and Liang 
[10] constructed for the problem of selecting good exponential populations a selection 
rule of* and proved R(cf*) — M(c^) = 0(n~xl2) where the value of the parameter 
0 < A < 2 depends on additional assumptions. 
Denote by Ex and -E(y.©), the expectation with respect to X__n and (y , 0 ) , 
respectively. By the independence of X_n and (Y_} 0 ) the risk M(cf*) of the empirical 
Bayes selection rule dn is a random variable which may be written in the form 
R(d*n) = E(Y,e)L(dn(Xn,Y),m- (1) 
The difference 
nn = m(dn)-m(d°G) (2) 
= E(Y,e)(L(dn(Xn,Y),e)-L(d°G,Y)) 
is called the conditional regret risk, so that the regret risk is the expectation of the 
conditional regret risk with respect of the previous data 
R « ) - E ( 4 ) = iE (L«(x n , y ) ,0 ) -L (4 ,y ) ) 
= EKn [E(y,e)(^K(in,r),6) - L(d°G,Y))] 
= % n f t n . 
When we study the asymptotic behavior of TZn and ask for the asymptotic dis-
tribution, the situation is comparable with the asymptotic theory of parameter es-
timation where different types of estimators are compared by the limit distribution 
of y/n(9n — #o) in general and not by a direct evaluation of the variance of 0n. So, 
in this paper we study distributions instead of expectations. A new selection rule 
dn for the problem of selecting a good exponential distribution is introduced by a 
modification of the Gupta and Liang rule [10]. We show that nTZn converges in dis-
tributions to a linear combination of independent x2~distributed random variables 
each with one degree of freedom. The coefficients in the linear combination are ex-
plicitly calculated. The main idea for the new selection rule is to use the fact that 
the construction of the optimal selection rule do needs only the value of the unique 
zero rjio of some function m; which depends on Gi and is consequently unknown. 
The main part of this paper is the construction of a suitable estimator rjin for tyo 
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and the proof of a limit theorem for y/n{rjin — r/,o). The problem of estimating the 
zero of an unknown function is studied in part 3 of the paper in a general setting and 
is then applied to the selection problem. We transform the problem of estimation 
of the zero of the function m,- into the problem of finding the point at which the 
integrated function has a local maximum. To this end we apply general ideas and 
techniques from the theory of empirical processes. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE SELECTION PROBLEM 
Consider k independent exponential populations 7Ti,... , 7r̂ . which we assume to have 
the density functions g(yi\0i) = -f[o.oo)(yiOFexP{~*r}> i = 1 , . . . , k. Here IA is the 
indicator function of the set A. Set 0 = (0 i , . . . , 0*) G fi = (0,oo)*. Given a 
standard value 0o > 0 we call a population 7Tj good if 0j > 0o. Our aim is to select 
all good populations. Therefore the decision space is D = {0,1}* = { (a i , . . . , a^) : 
a,e{0,1}} and 7r,- is selected if and only if a,- = 1. Similar as in Gupta and Liang 
[6,10] we use the loss function 
k 
M0,a) = X>(0,-,a.) (3) 
»=i 
where 
£(0itai) = a,0,(0o - 0,-)/(o,*o)(0O + (1 - a,)0,(0,- - 0o)/(*o,oo)(0.). (4) 
If 0,- > 0o so that the population 7r,- is good and we make a false decision, i. e. a,- = 
0, then the penalty increases with the distance of 0,- from 0o. For a bad population 
7Ti and a false decision we get the loss 0,- (0o — 0,) which is an increasing function 
on (0, ^0o) and decreasing for (|0o,0o) • The behavior on (0, ^0o) is an unpleasant 
side effect of the loss function / (0,-, a,) which was mainly motivated by the fact that 
it allows the construction of an unbiased estimator for an unknown function which 
provides the optimal decision rule dG) see (18). If the r.v. 0,- take values in (0, |0o) 
only with small probabilities then the behavior of / (0,-, 1) has small influence on the 
risk. Hence the use of the loss function /(0,-,a,) is reasonable if the populations are 
not too bad. 
By a selection rule d = (a\y... , a*) we shall mean a measurable mapping of the 
sample space y = (0,oo)fc into the decision space D. As we will apply the Bayes 
and the empirical Bayes approach to the selection problem we assume that the 0,-
are realizations of independent random variables 6,-. The 0,- are assumed to take 
values in (0,oo) and have distribution G,-. The distribution G of the random vector 
0 = ( 0 i , . . . , ©J.) is then the product of the G,-. 
The random variables 0 i , . . . , 0 * are not observable, but we can observe Y = 
(Y\,... , Yk) where the Y\,... , Yk are independent and the conditional density of Yi 
given 0,- = 0,- is g(yi\9i) = I[o}oo)(yi)j: e x p { - ^ } 
If we have one measurement Yi from each population 7r,- then the risk of the 
selection rule d is given by 
R(d) = EL(d(Y)ie). (5) 
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In terms of densities the risk can be written in the form 
W) = J (J L(L d(y))g(y\_)dy^ dG(_) 
where g(y\&) — \~\i__i g(yi\Qi) and dy = dt / i , . . . dy*.. Using the loss function L(6_,a) 
(3) we get 
k 
R(d) = J2Ei(eiiqi(Yi)) (6) 
i = i 
where 
qi(yi) = Ea;(Yi, . . . , Yi_i,yi, YJ+i,... , >*)-
The formula (6) shows that due to the special structure of the loss function we may 
restrict ourselves to randomized decisions g, which depend on the data of 7Tj only. 
We assume 
/•CO 
/ fl?dGi(fli)<oo, i = l , . . . , * . (7) 
Jo 
Then the Bayes risk \_\(d) = EIv(cf(Y),0) is finite and the following holds 
k roo yoo y. 
= ___ / / 9i(Vi)(0o - 6i)e~ * dGi(6i) dVi + 7l-
, = 1 ./o Jo 
k poo 
= ])_2 Qi(yi)™i(yi) dyi + Ji (8) 
„•_ 1 Jo . = 1 • ' O 
where 
/•CO 




Using the relation (8) we see that inf̂  W(d) is attained by the selection rule d^ = 
(d° , . . . , d ° ) , where 
o j 1 ifmi(Vi) < 0 
^ 0 otherwise. 
As in Gupta and Liang [10] one obtains by integration by parts 
™>i(yi) = Ooipn(yi) - feO/0 (10) 
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where 
1>n(Vi) = / e-%dGi(Oi) 
Jo 
= r r Te~^tiidGi(0i) = EI[OfOo)(Yi-yi) (11) 
JO Jyi Ui 
/•oo ' 
MVi) = / 0ie-%dGi(8i) 
Jo 
= E(Y - yi)I[0tOo)(Yi - yi). (12) 
We see from (9) tha t the Bayes selection rule d? is trivial, i .e. takes on the value 
0 or 1 for every t/j, unless mi has a zero on (0, oc). To give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a zero we need some auxiliary results. For any not 
necessarily finite measure fi on the Borel sets of (0,co) we set 
M»)= / exp{-?}/*(<W) 
and assume tha t K^(y) < oo for every y > 0. Then by Holder's inequality for 
0 < a < 1 
M a y i + (1 - a)y2) < [Ms/I)]" K-fofe)]1"" • 
K' 
Consequently, ln/c^ is convex and ----- is nondecreasing. Moreover, if /i is nonde-
generate, i .e. /i is not concentrated at one point, then ln/fy is strictly convex and 
-^- strictly increasing. Pu t for any a > 0 
m/_(y) = -a>K^(y) - K^(y). 
K' . 
As Kp(y) > 0 and -^- is strictly increasing we see that mM has at most one zero on 
(0, oo). The derivative m^ of m^ can be written as 
m' = - m ^ , 
where the measure Ji is defined by Jl(d9) = jfi(d9). Consequently, m^ has again at 
most one zero on (0, oo) and the same statement holds also for every derivative of 
K' 
m^ of higher order. As K^(y) > 0 and -£- is strictly increasing a zero of m^ exists 
on (0, oo) if and only if 
lim , . < — < lim "JLT\- (13) 
yl° Kfi(y) a J/Too K^y) 
The limit on the left hand side is 
l im^) = _W )̂ 
vlOK^y) A«((0,oo)) 
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of 
any finite 
provided that both denominator and the numerator are finite. The calculation 
the limit on the right hand side of (13) requires more effort. We set for  
measure /i 
6AI:=inf{*:/i((i,oo)) = 0}> 
where we have used the convention inf 0 = co. If 6^ < oo then the measure /i is 
concentrated on (0,6^]. 
Lemma 1. For any measure /i on the Borel sets of (0, oo) with 0 < ^((0) °°)) < °°> 
it holds 
r KM l (M>\ 
where ^- = 0 for b^ = oo. 
P r o o f . First, we introduce the abbreviation 
Ji%) = i>pMH)H 
Ji2'iv) = Li"" hit-*))«"• 
»!"(») = / ^f{-y(l-r)}i'<-it>) 
1 )M = L-.i"*\-*(i-i)\«"> 
,<?)(v) = L.)
af{-i^»-^\im-
Fix 0 < b < b^ and notice that for 0 < 9 < b 
/_J_\ f™ n ̂  q < 
< 
\/ v XJ \J ~J 
Consequently, by the Theorem of Lebesgue 
lim Jll\y) = 0, lim tf6
(1)(y) = 0. (16) 
y-+oo y-+oo 
For every 6 < 6M it holds I<[
2\y) > 0, so that 
r <(y)l 41)(y) + 42)(y) 
0 < limsup ^ T ^ l imsup fen,
 6,9, 
~ -. - [ */-(») J y-oo Kl%) + Kl%) 
r(2)r x 
J[6,oo) 0 { \0 b) ) 
= Lr{'v0-^)}" 
= /^""{-"G-i)}' 
C b/i and notice that for 0 < 0 < b 
\***{-*\-\)} < rxp{-|} for0 
iexp{-y(i-i)} < I ior
b-




= l i m SUp 757 
»-» i<í\y) 
< l i m s u p í^_)4 
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ftf* (tf) 1 
> liminf M ( . > — 
y-oo K[2)(„\ bu 
KҐ\У) 
which completes the proof in the case b^ < oo. D 
The previous Lemma is now applied to get conditions under which the Bayes 
selection procedures are nontrivial. Let the measure /i be defined by 
fi(B)= í 9dGi(0). 
JB 
The assumption (7) implies that /i is a finite measure. Furthermore, 
bfi = bG. 
By the definition of V«i and V>t2 in (H) and (12), respectively 
This yields 
and by Lemma 1 
кџ(y) Ф%2 
l i m ^ 
УІO км(y) E І 
v *',(y) i 
y-+oo Kfi(y) bGi 
As the Bayes selection rule d® is nontrivial if and only if the function rrii has a zero 
on (0, oo) we get from (13) the following statement. 
Propos i t ion 2. If the distribution Gi is nondegenerate and has finite second mo­
ment then the Bayes selection rule d® is nontrivial if and only if 
ШІ< Q<ЬGІ. (17) 
Now we discuss the cases in which condition (17) is not fulfilled. If Oo < EQi < bGi 
then the decreasing function 9o^~- — 1 is less or equal to zero. Hence 
mi(yi) = ^i2(yi)(e0^^--l)<0 
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and d°(t/i) = 1. Conversely, if E 0 , < &<?• < 0o then by Lemma 1 
\tiM-i) > in. (**-{-.-i) 




ro,Ы = few(^|^-i)>o 
and d°(j/») = 0. This is also intuitively clear as for bGi < Go the random variable 0 , 
is bounded above by #o-
We illustrate the condition (17) by an example. 
L e t a** 
7«iMs) = ho,oo)(s)^)s°
i-le-^ 
<*i > 1, Pi > 0, be the density of a gamma distribution. We assume that ^- has the 
density yQilpi or equivalent that 0, has the density j2laitPi(j)' Then 
Similarly, 
and 
t l . _, 1 _J_ Oiß?' 
ФM = ^'=ШW' 
rpi2ІУi) = ШiЄ-^ = ßГ 
(a,-l)(y,+/?,)a<-1 
Consequently, - Jiigi} = ^ and 
m{yi) ~ (w+ /%)-'-» [yTWi ~ ^ l ) 
so that the zero 770, of m, is rji0 — 0 o ( « i - l ) - A . Otherwise, E0» = ^ - y This means 
that the zero 7701 is positive if the expectation E02- is smaller than the critical value 
0o and this is the statement of Proposition 2 if we take into account that bGi = °°-
To apply the selection rule d? from (9) we need the zero 77i0 of mi(yi) = flo^ii—Vto-
But ipii,ipi2 as well as fyo depend on the unknown prior distribution Gi. Otherwise, 
the unknown function mz- = Ooipn — ipi2 is the expectation of a function of the 
observable data Y,-. Indeed, we get from (11) and (12) 
mi(yi) = Eh(Yi-yi) (18) 
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where h(t) = (0o —t)I[of(X>)(t)- The relation (18) connects the unknown function m,-
with the observable data Yi and is the key of the empirical Bayes methods in our 
model. Assume we have data from the past which can be taken into the decision. 
More precisely, we assume that for iI = 1,... , k the random variables Xn,... , Xin 
are i.i.d. with common density given by 
fi(yi) = J
C° j-rUdGiiOi), (19) 
which is the density of the actual observation V*. The relations (11) and (12) show 
that 
i n 
rhin(y) = - Yl(°0 + y~ *«)-[y,oo)(-*u) 
n t=l 
= LJ2h(x«~y) ( 2 0 ) 
n f—' 
Ł=i 
is an unbiased and consistent estimator for the unknown function m t(y) = 0oipn(y) — 
^i2(y)- Using this fact Gupta and Liang [10] introduced an empirical Bayes selection 
procedure dn by setting 
f 1 if m,-n(y) < 0 
din(2Lin,yi) = \ rt 
^ 0 otherwise. 
Our approach is slightly different. We have already seen that under the condition 
(17) the function mi(y) has a unique zero, say 77,0, and it holds m t(y) > 0 for 0 < 
y < rjio and mi(y) < 0 for y > 77,0- Using the historical data X_in = (XH, . . . ,Xin) 
from population 7rt we construct a consistent estimator JjinQC.) for rjio and introduce 
the modified Gupta-Liang rule by 
f 0 H0<y<fjin 
d:n(Xin)yi) = \ - (21) 
[ 1 otherwise. 
Set d*n(Xn) = (d*ln(Xln),..., d*kn(Xkn)) for 2U = (Xln,... ,Xkn). 
Gupta and Liang [10] studied the rate of convergence to zero of ETln and proved 
that under some assumptions Wln = O ( - ) . But it seems to be extremely hard to 
get the constant limn__,oo nETZn which is necessary to characterize the efficiency of 
the Gupta-Liang rule. In this paper we establish the limit distribution of nTZn to 
characterize the efficiency of the selection rule din. 
Applying (8) we get a representation for the conditional regret risk of the selection 
rule dn 
fc Ioo /»oo 
Rn = V ] / d*n(2Li,yi)mi(yi)dyi- d°(yi)mi(yi)dyi. 
jr[Jo Jo 
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Using (8), (9) and (21) we arrive at 
/•oo /*oo 
Tin = / rm(yi)dyi- rrii(yi)dyi 
J?»n Jr)io 
= Mi(r)i0) - Mi(rjin) (22) 
where 
Mi(Vi)= I
 l rm(s)ds. (23) 
Jo 
3. ESTIMATION OF THE ZERO OF AN UNKNOWN FUNCTION 
To prepare the main results we study the problem of estimating the zero of an 
unknown function m. Despite the fact that the unknown function m is continuous we 
have to deal with estimators for m which are not continuous functions. To overcome 
this difficulty we smooth the functions by integrating and construct estimators of 
the maximum point of the integrated function. Moreover, this approach allows us 
to apply the well-developed theory of M-estimators. 
The function h appearing in (18) belongs to the class 7i of functions h: Mi —» IRi 
which may be written in the form 
r 
h(x) = Yscth**,oo)(x) + 9(x) (24) 
1 = 1 
with some r £ { 0 , 1 , . . . } , some real numbers Cj, nonnegative Xi and a Lipschitz 
continuous function g which vanishes on (—oo,0]. If r = 0 then the corresponding 
sum is supposed to be zero. Lipschitz continuity means the existence of a constant 
L such that \g(y) — g(x)\ < L\y — x\ for every i , y 6 l i . Put c = X^Li lc*l then 
\h(x)\<c + L\x\. (25) 
We use the notation a A 6 = min{a, 6} and set H(x)t) = 0 for t < 0 and put for t > 0 
H(x,t) = / h(x-s)ds (26) 
Jo 
ptAx 
= / h(x — s) ds 
Jo 
where the last equality follows from h(t) = 0 for t < 0. Using the notation jh = 
zCi=i lc*l + 2^ w e s e e ^ a t for x > 0 
\H(x,t)\ <ih(x + x
2). (27) 
If X is a non-negative random variable with EX2 < oo then 
EH(X,t) < Th f(E-Y2)1/2 + EX2] 
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so that 
M(t) = EH(X,t) (28) 
is a bounded function 
M(t) < lh [(EX 2 ) 1 / 2 + EX2] . (29) 
If ft is a pure jump function I[Xo,oo) then the corresponding function M is closely 
related to the cumulative distribution function F(t) = W(X < t) of X. In this case 
M ( ť ) = í (í-F(x0-s))ds. 
Jo 
This shows that the function M has a derivative at t from the right given by 
D+M(t) = 1 — F(xo —t) whereas the derivative from the left is given by D~M(t) = 
1 - F(x0 -1 - 0). If F is continuous then D+M(t) = D~M(t) so that M is differ­
ent iate with derivative 
M'(t) = Eh(X-t) 
= m(t). (30) 
If ft G Ti has no jump part then an application of the theorem of Lebesgue shows 
that (30) is valid, too. This means that for every ft G H and every r.v. with finite 
second moment and continuous c.d.f. F the statement (30) holds. The continuity of 
F implies the continuity of m(t). Hence by (30) 
pt rt rt 
M(t)= / m(s)ds= / Eh(X -s))ds = E / h(X-s))ds. (31) 
Jo Jo Jo 
Now we assume that there is some rjo > 0 such that 
m(t) = M'(t) > 0 for t<rj0 and m(t) = M'(t) < 0 for t > rj0. (32) 
This condition together with (31) show that the function M(t) has a unique max­
imum at 770. Sometimes we need a quadratic behavior of M at 770, i.e. we suppose 
that there is some c > 0 and some sufficiently small an such that 
M(rj0) - M(t) > ^(t - T70)
2 for \t - 7701 < a0. (33) 
We assume that Xi,.K2,... }Xn are independent copies of X. To estimate 770 we 
define for t > 0 
Mn(t) = ±J2
H(X<'t) ( 3 4) 
1 = 1 
and notice that in view of (31) Mn(t) is an unbiased estimator for M(t). Further­
more, the stochastic process Mn is pathwise continuous and every path is constant 
for all sufficiently large t which follows from (26) and h(x) = 0 for x < 0. Conse­
quently Mn(t) attains its maximum on [0,oo), say at rjn. The next theorem gives 
the asymptotic distribution of rjn. In Theorem 3 and in the following statements we 
denote the distribution of the r.v. Y by C(Y) and the weak convergence by =>. 
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Theorem 3. Assume .K1..K2,... ,X n are non-negative, i.i.d. random variables, 
the common c.d.f. is continuous and HLKi < 00. Suppose h Eli and the condition 
(32) is fulfilled. If Mn is defined by (34), fjn £ argmax Mn and M from (31) is twice 
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of 770 and c = —M"(r)o) > 0 then 
C(Vn-(Vn - Vo)) => N (0, ?£) 
where a2 = V(h(X\ — 770)) is the variance of h(X\ — 770). 
Using the Taylor expansion of M at 170 one obtains the following statement. 
Corollary 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 it holds 
C(n(M(m) - M(%)) -=> C (^x\) 
where x\ has a x2-distribution with one degree of freedom. 
4. APPLICATION TO THE SELECTION PROBLEM 
We assume to have available i.i.d historical data XH, . . . , Xin with common density 
(19) for every population 7rt-. Set h(t) = (0O -0^[o,oo)(0-
 T h e n b ^ (10)> m»(w) = 
E/i(Kii—t/i) = 0oipii(yi) — tpi2(yi) and under the assumption (17) the function rrii(yi) 
has a unique zero, say 77in. Set 
Mi(t)= I rrii(s)ds. (35) 
Jo 
Then 
Mi(t) = E f h(Xn-s))ds. 
Jo 
In accordance with (34) for t > 0 we introduce the estimator Min(t) for Mi(0 by 
^»(<) = ^ !>(*•.*. 0 
1 " rť 
= -J2 h(Xij-s)ds n7ťiJ° 
= ^ E ( 0 o - X « i + ^ X « i A ť ) ) ( X ' i A ť ) -
Suppose Jlin G argmax M t n and define the empirical Bayes selection rule by 
* , v f 0 if y,- < rjin 
VÁvi) = 1 , - ( 3 6 ) 
[ 1 if y{ > rjin 
dn = (d\v- >dtn)' 
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Then by (22) and (35) the conditional regret risk of dn is 
k 
nn = ^2(Mi(rjio) - Mi(fjin)). (37) 
«=i 
The next theorem is the main result of this paper. It gives the asymptotic distribu-
tion of Hn and is a direct consequence of Corollary 4. 
Theorem 5. Assume the Gt are nondegenerate, have finite second moment and 
the assumption (17) is fulfilled for i = 1 , . . . , k. If the empirical Bayes selection rule 
is defined by (36) then for the distribution of the conditional regret risk (37), the 
following result holds 
C(nUn) -=>„-oo C í ]T)*iXi
? I 
where the X i . - - ,xl a r e i-i-d- w-th common x2-distribution with one degree of 
freedom and K( = |(-mJ.(»71-o))"
1V((l?o - (Yn - -7io))/[oloo)(¥ii - Wo)). 
When we apply the empirical Bayes selection rule (36) we have the risk lR(<f*) 
introduced in (1). In order to characterize the information contained in the data 
from the past we may consider the probability 
nm(dn)>R(dG) + e)). 
Proposi t ion 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5 it holds 
lim P ( l « ) > M ( 4 ) + - J = 1 - H(t) 
n—>oo y n) 
where H(t) is the c.d.f. of Xw=i Kixh 
5. PROOFS 
The proof of Theorem 3 is divided into different steps. In the beginning we prove the 
consistency of rjn • The next step is to establish the >/n-consistency which is followed 
by the proof of the asymptotic normality of rjn • Due to the lack of smoothness of 
h we cannot apply the standard Taylor expansion. Instead we apply ideas from 
empirical process theory for which we refer to van der Vaart and Wellner [20]. 
Lemma 7. Assume h ETi and EX* < co. If the condition (32) is fulfilled then for 
rjn 6 argmax Mn holds 
rjn —*r rjo 
where —^is the symbol for stochastic convergence. 
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P r o o f . We use the notation мn-м 
= sup0<t<oo \Mn(t) - M(t)\. It holds 
{\rjn - 170I > e] C I sup Mn(t) > Mn(f]o) 
I |<—r/o|>e 
Ç l sup M(t) + 
I l<-<?o|>e 
Mn - M > Af (rл,) - Mn-M 
мn-м 
1, > Í [ M M ~ sup M(ť)U. 
_ 2 l |t-vo|>£ I 
Due to the assumption (32) the function M is strictly increasing for 0 < t < rj0 and 
strictly decreasing for rj0 <t < 00. Hence M(r)0) -
 suP|t-»7o|>f M(t) > °- Therefore 
it remains to show that 
Mn-M -^]p0. 




By inequality (25) for 0 < s < t 
E sup 
\s-t\<6 
1 " r 
r ) d r < í ( c + IE |Xi | ) . 
Choose 0 = t0 < • • • < tN = Te such that \tk - .*_ i | < e [c + LE\Xi\] * =: 6. Then 
E sup \Mn(t)-M(t)\ < E max \Mn(tk) - M(tk)\ 
0<«oo 0<k<N 





< E max | M n ( < * ) - M ( t t ) | + 4e. 
0<A;<IV 
To complete the proof we have only to note that E\Mn(tk) — M(tk)\ — n̂-+oo 0 by 
the law of large numbers. • 
To continue the proof of Theorem 3 we need a special case of a fluctuation in-
equality established in Ibragimov and Has'minskii [11], 
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L e m m a 8. Assume [a,6] is a finite interval and V(t)}a < t < 6 is a continuous 
stochastic process. If E |7(5) | 2 < a and E\V(t) - V(s)\2 < a\t - s\2 for every 
a < s,t < b then there is a universal constant p such that 
E sup \V(t)-V(s)\<pVal. (38) 
\s-t\<6 
We fix/iGW,0<a<77o<6 and study the stochastic process 
(39) 
Using the inequality (25) we see that 
E W n ( S ) |
2 < E ( C + L |X x | )
2 . 
Assume now in addition that h is Lipschitz continuous. Then 
E\Vn(t)-Vn(s)\
2<L2\t-s\2. 
Setting a = max(E(c -f L|Xi|)2, L2) we arrive at 
and 
E sup \Vn(t) - Vn(s)\ < pV^S (40) 
| »-ť |<í 
E sup \Vn(t)\ < E\Vn(t]0)\ + E sup \Vn(t) - Vn(s)\ 
a<t<b | , _ ť | < t _ a 
< c(a,b,h) (41) 
where c(a} 6, h) = ^/a + p\/a(b — a). Now we suppose that h = I[x0,oo)(x) is a pure 
jump function. Then 
Vn(t) = y/H(F(x0 + t)- Fn(x0 +1)) (42) 
where Fn(s) = ^ X^
n
=1J(-oots)(X{) and F(s) = TP(Xi < s) are the empirical and the 
cumulative distribution function, respectively. Dvoretzky, Kiefer and Wolfowitz [3] 
proved that there is a universal constant K such that 




Esup 11^(01= / P ( s u p | 7 n ( 0 l > * ) < l z < / Kexp{-2x
2}dx. 
t Jo t Jo 
As the set of all h E H for which supn Esup a< t< f c |Vn(t)\ < 00 holds is a linear subset 
we see that for every h £ H and every finite interval [a, 6] we find some c(a,6, h) 
such that 
supE sup \Vn(t)\<c(a,b,h). (43) 
n a<t<6 
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Now we study the process Mn in a neighborhood of .70. We have for every 6 > 0 and 
t > rjo 
E sup V^\(Mn(t) - Mn(r]o)) - (M(t) - M(i]0))\ 
Vo<t<r)o+6 
E sup 
Г}o<t<Г)0 + 6 
< 
~У2 í (M*.- -*)- ЋҺ(XІ - s ) ) d 
| rt I rno+б 
E sup / KЛ^ds < / E sup W„(ť)|ds 
r}o<t<r)0 + 6 IJяo I • ' Г Ҫ o Vo<t<r)0+6 
< c(a,6,/i)<5. 
A similar inequality holds for 770 - 6 < t < r)0. Consequently 
E sup | ( M „ ( i ) - ^ o ) ) - ( M W 
it~r;o|<(5 V n 
Now we are ready to apply Theorem 3.2.5 in van der Vaart and Wellner [20]. 
L e m m a 9. Assume the assumptions of Lemma 7 are fulfilled then fjn is y/n—con-
sistent, i.e. the sequence y/n(rjn — 770) is stochastically bounded. 
P r o o f . The estimator rjn is consistent by Lemma 7. Set <j)n(8) = c(a,6, h)6 and 
rn = y/n to apply Theorem 3.2.5 in van der Vaart and Wellner [20]. • 
The y/n—consistency of rjn allows us to introduce the local parameters £. Set 
wn(0 = it, (
H (Xi' w + ^ ) - H(xi>v°)) • 
Then £n = y/n(rjn — 770) is a maximum point of Wn and due to the -^/n-consistency 
of rjn the new sequence £n is stochastically bounded. We approximate Wn(£) by a 
stochastic term linear in £ and a nonstochastic term which is nonlinear in £. Introduce 
e Wn(0 = ] [ > ( * - *?o) - ^h(Xi - 770))-̂ = - E(H ÍXÍ^O + - ^ ) - H(Xi,m)) ) . í 
We show that for any fixed real numbers Ci, C2 
sup \Wn(0 - Wn(0\-+* 0 a s n - ^ o o . 
Cl<f<C 2 
(44) 
Indeed, for £ > 0 by (39) 




< £ sup \Vn(s) -V^rjo). 
\>-Vo\<jž 
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Using a similar representation for £ < 0 we get 
sup \Wn(t)-Wn(0\<\t\ sup \Vn(s)-Vn(rjo)\ (45) 
To prove (44) we note that the set of all h G 7i for which (44) holds, is a linear 
set. Therefore we have only to consider the special cases in which h is Lipschitz 
continuous or a pure jump function. If h fulfils a Lipschitz condition then (44) 
follows from (45) and (40). If A is a pure jump function then by (42) Vn(t) = 
y/n(F(xo +1) — Fn(xo +1)). Let IB be the Brownian bridge. The distribution of the 
stochastic processes Vn converge to the process — B(F(XQ+ •)) which is continuous 
as F(t) = P(Xr < t) is continuous by assumption. Consequently the sequence Vn is 
asymptotically equicontinuous, i. e. 
l i m l i m P f sup \Vn(t) - Vn(s)\ > e J = 0. 
*-0n-oo \ja_t|<,5 J 
This statement and (45) yield (44). Now we evaluate the processes Wn(£), c\ < £ < 
c2. Recall that M(s) = EH(Xi,s) is differentiable and has a local maximum at 770. 
This gives Mf(rj0) = Eh(X( — rj0) = 0. Then the twice differentiability of M at 770 
provides 
wn(o = -e4= E M*. -10)+M'^O)^+0(1). 
Let Z be a random variable having a normal distribution N(0,cr2), where c2 = 
V(h(Xi- 770)). Introduce the process W by VV(£) = £Z + M"(r)o)£ and notice that 
W has a unique maximum at £ = —[M//(77o)]""1-^. The central limit theorem and 
(44) show that the distributions of the processes KVn(£) ci < £ < <^2 converge weakly 
to the distribution of W. Now we apply the Argmax continuous mapping Theorem 
3.2.2 in van der Vaart and Wellner [20] to see that the distributions of the maximum 
points £n = y/n(rjn — rjo) of Wn converge to the distribution £(f) of the maximum 
point £ of W. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 5 is a direct consequence of Corollary 4 as the Xij have the density /,• 
and consequently, the c.d.f. is continuous. The assumption (17) provides (32). 
Proposition 6 follows directly from Theorem 5. 
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